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Number Mix 2 – New!
Number Mix 2 is an educational app that uses delightful graphics to practise
addition and subtraction. The app is designed in accordance with elementary school
pedagogy. Four activities are included: Count and Paint, How Many?, Dot to Dot, and
Countbook.
AppStore

Spelling Mix 2
Spelling Mix 2 is an educational app designed for language and literacy
development at pre-school, nursery, school, and at home. It includes over 300
common english nouns in 8 different languages!
To inspire and motivate the child we use the following three activities: Alphabetical
order, Guess the Word, and Car Racing.
AppStore

Cross Fun
Cross Fun is an app designed to practice your spelling and vocabulary while doing
crosswords. The app includes four different exercises – each of those features 270
crosswords and has three different difficulty levels. A total of 1080!
AppStore

Google Play

Windows Store

Spelling Mix
Spelling Mix is an educational app designed for language and literacy development
at pre-school, nursery, school, and at home. It includes over 300 common English
nouns, and more than 2500 words in 9 (iOS) different languages!
Spelling train - Will you make it in time and save the train?
Find all the hidden letters – Take your time and find all the hidden letters.
AppStore

Google Play

Panda Mix
Join the pandas in their brain training games!
Which belong together - train concepts and letters
Match - practice words
Puzzles - brain exercise
Make the same - practice spatial awareness and details
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Develop creative abilities and the ability to convey thoughts and experiences
through play and art. Develop an interest in pictures, sounds and different media
and their ability to use, interpret, and discuss these things.
AppStore

Google Play

Windows Store

Letter Skills
Letter Skills is an educational app designed for language and literacy development
at pre-school, nursery, school, and at home. It includes over 300 common English
nouns.
AppStore

Learning English - Words and Sentences
Learn English in a playful way! Use the included activities or use your own text,
speech, and images for the best possible learning!
4 different exercises are used to train vocabulary, spelling and reading
comprehension. Support will be given through recorded speech to all words and
sentences so that a correct pronunciation can be achieved.
AppStore

Reading Skills
Reading Skills is an educational app where you can learn more than 350 nouns in 10
languages! Everyone, young as old, can learn words and concepts in English,
Spanish, German, Italian, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Portuguese, Polish and
Dutch!
AppStore

NmberMix 1
Number Mix 1 is an educational app providing practice in early number work (1-9)
with delightful graphics, recorded speech and sound. Learn number recognition,
counting items, and listening to instructions.
AppStore

TeddyMix 1
TeddyMix an educational apps aimed at pre-school, nursery, and the home learning
environment, or at anyone who likes teddybears!
AppStore
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TeddyMix 2
Create your own teddy-bear world! Watch as it comes alive using adorable and
funny animations.
TeddyMix 2 is designed in accordance with elementary pre-school pedagogy that
stimulates the fantasy and allows the children to create their own pictures.
AppStore

Who’s there?
Who is there is a classic animated Picture Book that aims to both entertains and
surprise! Best used while interacting with the child.
"Who's there? A simply adorable kids app ;o)" - KidsAppWorld.com
AppStore

Hippi 1
Hippi 1 consists of 6 different cause and effect activities. It is designed to create an
interest of what happens on the screen, practice attention, and understand cause
and effect and also train the use of a tablet.
AppStore

Google Play

Windows Store

Hippi 2
Hippi 2 consists of 6 different activities. It is designed to practice how to see
details, connect a spoken work to an image, memory training, and attention.
AppStore

Google Play

Windows Store

MegaMix Retro
MegaMix Retro is a collection of 6 different retro inspired playful and educational
activities for children from 3 and up. Suitable for all ages in special education and a
good focus for language development and visual perception.
AppStore
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